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We have applied computer stereophotogrammetry to Apollo Lu-
nar Surface Closeup Camera (ALSCC) pictures of the lunar sur-
face to construct the first-ever digital topographic relief maps of
undisturbed lunar soil over spatial scales from 85µm to 8.5 cm. Us-
ing elevation histograms, fractal analysis, and Hapke’s photomet-
ric roughness model we show that Apollo 14 (Fra Mauro) Imbrium
ejecta is rougher than average Apollo 11 (Mare Tranquilitatis) and
Apollo 12 (Oceanus Procellarum) mare surfaces at submillimeter
to decimeter size-scales. We confirm the early result of K. Lumme
et al. (1985, Earth Moon Planets 33, 19–29) that the cumulative dis-
tribution of elevations for lunar soil is typically well described by
Gaussian statistics. However, cumulative distributions are insensi-
tive to asymmetries in the shapes of elevation histograms: Of 11 dis-
crete elevation histograms we measured, about half exhibit signif-
icant deviations from Gaussian behavior. We also confirm Lumme
et al.’s finding that the roughnesses of all lunar surfaces increase
with decreasing size-scale. We further show that the scale depen-
dence of roughness is well represented by fractal statistics. The rates
of change of roughness with size scale, represented by fractal dimen-
sion D, are remarkably similar among terrians. After correcting
for the contribution of large-scale roughness, our average value of
D == 2.31± 0.06 falls within the range 2.0≤ D≤ 2.4 reported from
lunar radar studies. The amplitude of roughness, which we charac-
terize with the rms slope angle at 1-mm scale, varies significantly
among terrains. For lunar mare, the average rms slope angle is
16◦ ± 4◦

3 and that for Fra Mauro regolith is 25◦ ± 1◦. By compar-
ison to radar data, we suggest that the roughness of Fra Mauro
(Imbrium ejecta) regolith is similar to that of lunar highland ter-
rains. We find that the Gaussian slope distribution assumed in B. W.
Hapke’s model (1984, Icarus 59, 41–59) adequately describes typi-
cal lunar regolith surfaces. A revised form of Hapke’s equation that
models realistic particle phase functions and the coherent backscat-
ter opposition effect was fitted to disk-resolved lunar photometric
observations and yields estimates of θ̄ == 27± 1◦ for highland and
θ̄ == 24± 1◦ for mare regolith. These values of θ̄ as well as the im-
plied relative highland : mare photometric roughness ratio are best
matched in our elevation data by the cummulative contributions of
surface topography covering all scales greater than 0.1 mm. Less

than 5% of the photometrically detected roughness of lunar re-
golith is contributed by surface relief at scales larger than 8 cm.
This conclusion implies that values of θ̄ derived from whole-disk
and disk-resolved photometry, respectively, may be taken to rep-
resent the same physical quantity. In addition, particulate samples
used in goniophotometric measurements should not be assumed to
be photometrically smooth (i.e., θ̄ == 0◦), as is often done in labo-
ratory applications of Hapke’s photometric model. The predicted
photometric roughness at size scales of 0.1 mm and less signifi-
cantly exceed photometric estimates and suggests that there exists
a measurable size scale below which topographic relief either is not
photometrically detectable or is not represented in the Hapke model
as macroscopic roughness. c© 1999 Academic Press

Key Words: stereophotogrammetry; lunar regolith; photometry;
Moon; Apollo.
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The Apollo Lunar Surface Closeup Camera (ALSCC), sho
in Fig. 1, is a 35-mm stereo format photographic instrument t
was used by Apollo astronauts on the lunar surface nearly t
decades ago (Gold 1970, Anderson 1971, Anderson and Ni
1971). Each photograph provided stereoscopic coverage
7×8 cm area of lunar soil at very high spatial resolution (85µm
at the surface). The complete collection of ALSCC images is p
sented in a series of preliminary science analyses (Gold 1
1970, 1971; Goldet al.1970). Relatively little quantitative use
has been made of these pictures despite the fact that, to
they represent our bestin situ observations of undisturbed lu
nar regolith texture and topography at submillimeter to s
decimeter scales. ALSCC images of astronaut bootprints and
tracks left from the Modularized Equipment Transporter (ME
see Fig. 3) were used to investigate lunar soil mechanics
Mitchell et al.1971). A specially designed sequence ofApollo 14
ALSCC images was used to support the Thermal Degrada
Samples (TDS) experiment which tested the effects of lu
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FIG. 1. Apollo Lunar Surface Closeup Camera (ALSCC). The stereo op
are contained in the upper portion of the camera base along with a 100-exp
magazine of high-definition 35-mm slide film. An internal flashbulb illuminat

the target surface. The camera was operated by placing the camera base
target surface and depressing the trigger on the handle to expose the film.
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dust on candidate thermal coatings for future space hardw
Shoemakeret al. (1970) studied the size-frequency distributi
of fragmental material inApollo 12soil by carefully analyzing a
single ALSCC image (AS12-57-8451). More recently, Lum
et al. (1985) performed optical stereophotogrammetry on th
ALSCC stereo pairs (Apollo 11, AS11-45-6702 and AS11-45
6707; andApollo 12, AS12-57-8455) to extract and analy
several topographic profiles. Their results showed that reg
surface roughness, as measured by average rms slope a
monotonically increases with decreasing size scale and tha
cumulative distribution of elevations is typically Gaussian.

In this study, we apply computer stereophotogrammetr
construct digital topographic maps from the subset of the Ap
closeup stereo pairs that best represent the texture of undist
lunar soils. Our main purpose is to produce a topographic
base to be used as “ground truth” for the testing and impro
ment of radiative transfer models that are used to measure p
tary surface roughness from remotely sensed data such as
observations, optical polarimetry, and photometry. The to
graphic maps also provide fundamental geological informa
about the textural similarities and differences among a varie
lunar soil types. Using them, we expand considerably the e
effort of Lummeet al.(1985). For example, while Lummeet al.
(1985) extracted 1400 elevation measurements from 3 st
pairs, we will make use of 11 stereo pairs to collect over 9 m
lion elevation measurements. We will also extend the ana
to Apollo 14images (excluded by Lummeet al.). We compare
a variety of different lunar surfaces in terms of roughness va
tions as measured by elevation histograms, fractal statistics
Hapke’s (1984) macroscopic roughness parameter.

2. IMAGE SELECTION

The ALSCC was used on only three Apollo flights (11, 12,
and14) from which a total of 48 stereo pictures were return
(17 fromApollo 11, 15 fromApollo 12, and 16 fromApollo 14).
Only about a third of the pictures show examples of undistur
lunar soil or rock surfaces of which 11 were selected for
present study (Table II). We excluded from the analysis pictu
which show lunar soil that was disturbed by rocket exhaus
that was extensively covered by granular “foot spray” partic
kicked up by the astronauts’ boots, and pictures showing lu
soil that was intentionally disturbed to demonstrate its cohe
properties.

Our selection (Table II; Fig. 2) consists of three pictures fr
Apollo 11(Mare Tranquilitatis), four fromApollo 12(Oceanus
Procellarum), and four fromApollo 14 (Fra Mauro). At least
two frames from each mission (AS11-45-6699/6701; AS12-
8449/8453; AS14-77-10368/10370) represent typical exam
of undisturbed lunar soil. A few less-common surfaces are
pictured. These include two examples of soil-covered ro
surfaces (AS14-77-10371/72), clumpy regolith on the ins
of a crater (AS12-57-8454), and glass-coated regolith clu
on a
(AS11-45-6704) and stones (AS12-57-8452).Apollo 11 and
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LUNAR REGOLIT

12 examples are considered to represent lunar mare reg
while Apollo 14soils (Fra Mauro) are interpreted as Imbriu
basin ejecta. None of our independently selected stereo
match those chosen by Lummeet al. (1985) listed earlier. We
excluded AS11-45-6702 because it showed a pattern that
the appearance of aerodynamic erosion and scouring by ro
exhaust could not be ruled out (Gold 1970). Our selection
Apollo 12picture AS12-57-8454 shows an unusual clumpy s
inside an impact crater which is remarkably like clumpy soi
an open area seen in Lummeet al.’s AS12-57-8455. We chos
the former over the latter because the 8454 frame is know
have originated inside a crater, whereas 8455 ishypothesizedto
be impact ejecta (Gold 1970, Goldet al. 1970). Finally, while
AS11-45-6707 was one of our candidate images, we not
more extensive deposits of relatively coarse particles (rem
cent of footspray contamination) than in images which G
(1970) classified as “undisturbed soil.”

The exact locations on the lunar surface where most
ALSCC pictures were acquired cannot be determined with g
confidence. AllApollo 11ALSCC pictures were obtained withi
15 m of the lunar module; however, because of the small
of the camera footprint, the specific targets cannot be ident
within the large-scale lunar surface photography (Gold 19
Apollo 12ALSCC pictures were obtained on the north side a
within 70 m of the lunar module. However, the 5 minutes
time available to expose the 15 stereo pairs was insufficie
allow astronauts to properly orient the camera and docum
the targets and their locations (Beanet al.1970). We are able to
identify the locations of theApollo 14(Fra Mauro) images use
in this study. They were obtained at Geology Station A, 180
ENE from the lunar module. The pictures were taken on an
the vicinity of “sloping rock,” a gently sloping rocky surface th
is seen inApollo 14Hassellblad picture AS14-68-9409 (Fig.
from a distance of about 15 m (Swannet al.1971).

3. STEREOPHOTOGRAMMETRY

Stereophotogrammetry relies on the measurements of p
lax offsets between individual features visible in both left- a
right-side frames of a stereo pair. Each ALSCC stereo pair
sists of a separate left- and right-side 35-mm color slide tra
parency. We enlarged and digitally scanned each stereo
frame into a byte-format data array with pixel dimensions la
enough to oversample the limiting spatial resolution by 25%

We developed our own computer software for automa
pixel-by-pixel measurements of parallax offsets. While co
puter software for stereophotogrammetry is now widely av
able, the packages we examined prior to developing our
are interactive programs that rely on manual or computer-a
identification of individual tiepoints followed by resampling a
interpolation of a large number of intermediate points to form
rectangular grid of parallax offsets. The most reliable appro
employed two-dimensional Fourier autocorrelation method

match brightness patterns contained in a small square subse
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(correlation window) extracted from each half of a stereo p
None of the pattern-matching algorithms attempted to ad
the brightness patterns within correlation windows to acco
for relative foreshortening (or stretching) of the brightness p
terns that accompany planar projection of three-dimensiona
tures from the two different viewpoints. In addition, the corre
tions corresponding to each tiepoint were not used as statis
weights in performing the interpolation of intermediate poin
and no provision was made for measuring and correcting
possible misalignment of the stereo frames.

Our feature-matching program was developed from subpi
precision image-coregistration software and measures pixe
sets in the line (y) as well sample (x) directions to account for th
fact that slight rotations and offsets may have been introdu
when we digitally scanned the separate half of each stereo
We have developed a two-stage, iterative approach that ad
correlation windows for relative foreshortening, makes use
correlation coefficients to interpolate poorly correlated regi
of the offset map from surrounding pixels that are well cor
lated, and measures offsets to subpixel precision.

The left half of each stereo pair is adopted as the geom
reference frame and stereo offsets (pixel displacement vec
are measured to features in the right frame. The displace
search is performed pixel by pixel. For any given pixel locat
in the left image, a rectangular correlation window centered
that pixel location is defined. To overcome ambiguity that res
when bland (featureless) areas of a scene are encountere
size of the correlation window is automatically adjusted until
maximum contrast of pixel brightness values within the wind
exceeds a threshold contrast value (usually 15–25% for ALS
images). Next, a correlation window of the same size is extra
from the right image at a location centered on a trial posit
which is incrementally changed until the linear correlation
pixel brightness values between the left and right correla
windows is maximized. Even on modern computer workstatio
it is impractical to search a large range of trial offsets at
spatial resolution. To streamline the speed of the search pro
each stereo pair is first reduced to 1/5 its original size and a 1/5-
scale offset vector map is constructed along with a correspon
map of pixel-by-pixel correlation coefficients. The correlati
map is used to identify areas where displacement vector
poorly correlated features must be interpolated from vectors
surrounding well-correlated features. It also provides statis
weights for performing the interpolations. The low-resolut
stereo pairs and their corresponding parallax offset maps
incrementally resized to higher resolution where they are use
first approximations in subsequent measurements at increas
higher precision levels. The process is repeated until it conve
on full-scale offsets measured to 1/16 pixel precision.

During the first stage of the parallax measurements, no
tempt is made to adjust for rotation and offset distortions
troduced during digital scanning and for foreshortening of f
tures within correlation windows due to planar projection
ctionthree-dimensional surfaces from different viewpoints. However,
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FIG. 2. Stereo images selected for this study. (a)Apollo 11 images: AS11-45-6699 (top), AS11-45-6701 (middle), AS11-45-6704 (bottom); (b)Apollo 12
images: AS12-57-8449 (top), AS12-57-8452 (middle), AS12-57-8453 (bottom); (c)Apollo 12 image AS12-57-8454 (top),Apollo 14 images AS14-77-10368
(middle) and AS14-77-10370 (bottom); (d)Apollo 14images of soil-covered rock: AS14-77-10371 (top), AS14-77-10372 (bottom).
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FIG. 2—Continued
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FIG. 2—Continued
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accurate parallax offsets can be derived only if these distort
are iteratively corrected during the pattern-matching proc
Thus, the second stage of displacement measurement a
the first-stage results to remap and reduce distortions of fea
in the right image so that they better match corresponding
tures in the left (reference) images. The distortion correct
are iteratively improved as the second-stage search progr
to increasingly higher levels of accuracy.

The camera geometry data needed to compute elevations
corresponding parallax offsets is given in Table I. The eleva
map coordinate system (Xe,Ye, Ze) has its origin at the base o
the camera assembly, centered at the midpoint separatin
two lenses of the stereo camera. We define separate Car
coordinate systems, respectively, for the left (xL, yL) and right
(xR, yR) image component of each stereo pair, with the posi
x directions of each system increasing in exactly opposite
tions away from the origin of the elevation system. The orig
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TABLE I
Relevant Facts about the Apollo Lunar Surface

Closeup Camera (ALSCC)

Film Kodak Ektachrome MS (SO-368)
35-mm color reversal film

Magnification 0.33×
Parallax angle 9◦
Horizontal spatial resolution 85µm
Footprint 72× 82.8 mm
Base-to-height ratio 0.16
Optics Kodak M-39 diffraction-limited copy lense

f/17 full aperture stopped down to f/22.6
Focal length: 46.12 mm
Focal plane distance (fp): 64.065 mm
Focus (H ): Fixed at 187.065 mm
Lens separation (D): 29.0 mm
in
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FIG. 3. Location whereApollo 14ALSCC images used in this study were photographed. (a)Apollo 14Hasselblad image AS14-68-9709. The ALSCC
seen in its stowed position on the Modular Equipment Transporter (MET) at the far left (arrow). The lunar module is visible on the horizon (left of center). Square
outline at right highlights the location of “sloping rock” shown in greater detail in inset. (b) Enlargement of outlined section in (a). Features havebeen contras

enhanced to show details. Arrow points to “sloping rock” where ALSCC images AS14-77-1037/10372 were obtained. Scalebar refers to (b). Also shown is the
approximate projected footprint size of an ALSCC frame.
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of each frame’s coordinate system is its principal point (
the nadir projection of the optical axis onto the plane of
camera base). To optimize the stereo overlap between lef
right frames of each stereo pair, the ALSCC was designed s
the principal points are 4.97± 0.02 mm to either side of cente
of each frame as measured in the film plane. Due to parall
surface feature with nonzero elevation is projected onto the
image plane as foreshortened (or stretched) in thex direction
relative to its counterpart in the left image plane. The eleva
Ze, of any such feature relative to datum,H (the vertical distanc
of the lens plane from the camera base), is computed from
parallax offset,xR− xL as

Ze = H − fPD

xR− xL
, (1a)

where fP is the distance of the focal plane from the lens, anD
is the lens separation distance. Because we measured pa
offsets relative to the left frame of reference, the horizonta
evation map coordinates (Xe,Ye) are evaluated from left-fram
coordinates using

Xe = xL

fP
(H − Ze)− D

2
and Ye = yL

fp
(H − Ze). (1b, 1c)

When the stereo pair is properly aligned for stereo view

the principal points define a single line that is coincident wi
the x axes of the two frame-coordinate systems and paral
e.,
he
and
that
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ght

n,

the

allax
el-

g,

offsets occur only in thex direction (i.e.,yR− yL = 0). Prior to
applying Eqs. (1), we correct for any misalignment of the left
right frames by searching for whole-frame rotation and offs
that minimize the sum of squares ofyR − yL. Also, because
we originally scanned the images with 25% oversampling,
resize and renormalize the offset maps to proper scale a
stage.

We adopted the above approach to construct 11 raw elev
maps that have horizontal spatial resolution of 85µm/pixel and a
nominal vertical resolution of 50µm. In our raw elevation maps
mean elevations (Table II) were found to deviate slightly (usu
less than 1 mm) from the camera base datum. In some cases
evident that the astronauts positioned the camera base som
above the lunar surface, apparently to avoid disturbing the
To correct for differences in the camera placement, we re
malized each digital elevation map relative to the mean repo
in Table II. All 11 elevation maps are presented in Fig. 4. T
maps show elevations ranging from−2.5 to+2.5 cm. It is clear
from direct examination of the maps that at subdecimeter sc
undisturbed lunar mare are typically smoother than undistu
Fra Mauro (Imbrium ejecta) soils—an inference that we exp
in detail below.

4. MEASUREMENTS OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS

In this section, we compare the surface roughness of diffe

th
lax
lunar soils as measured by three different methods: elevation
histograms, fractal analysis, and Hapke’s (1984) photometric
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TABLE II
Apollo Stereo Images Used in this Study

Elevation map normalization data

Mean elevation Local slope
Frame number Description (mm) angle/azimutha

AS11-45-6699 Undisturbed mare soil 0.129 0.5◦ −117.7◦
AS11-45-6701 Undisturbed soil with trace −0.328 4.6◦ −73.1◦

amounts of footspray
AS11-45-6704 Undisturbed mare soil with 0.053 1.1◦ −104.4◦

glazed regolith clumps
AS12-57-8449 Undisturbed soil with striation 0.667 2.1◦ +108.5◦

of unknown origin
AS12-57-8452 Undisturbed soil and glazed 5.213 4.4◦ +144.8◦

pebble inside a crater
AS12-57-8453 Undisturbed soil with minor −0.19 3.3◦ +105.0◦

contamination by footspray
(lower edge)

AS12-57-8454 Undisturbed clumpy regolith −0.221 8.3◦ −91.1◦
inside a crater

AS14-77-10368 Undisturbed soil −0.101 4.2◦ −100.3◦
AS14-77-10370 Undisturbed soil 0.547 6.8◦ +99.7◦
AS14-77-10371 Soil-covered rock surface −2.074 2.2◦ +63.9◦
AS14-77-10372 Soil-covered rock surface −2.427 3.2◦ −53.3◦

a The tilt azimuth of the upward-facing surface normal as determined from the best-fit plane is measured pos
the counterclockwise direction from right in the elevation map frames.
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roughness model. The elevation maps in Fig. 4 show lunar
face relief superposed on an overall local slope (either a
topographic slope or an apparent one due to nonvertical po
ing of the camera). To remove the local tilt from each m
and represent elevations relative to a flat datum, we res
pled the elevations relative to their distance from the bes
(least-squares) plane covering the footprint area. The slope
gles and tilt azimuths of the least-squares planes are give
Table II. Tilt corrections ranged from 0.5◦ to 8.3◦ but averaged
about 3.7◦. Even the tilt corrections themselves provide so
information on the subdecimeter-scale roughnesses of di
ent soils. For example, the rms tilt correction for our und
turbed Fra Mauro regolith (5.7◦ ± 1.1◦

1.3 ) is more than a factor of 2
larger than the average from five examples of undisturbed m
(2.8◦ ± 1.9◦

1.5 ).
Figure 5 provides a topographic profile extracted from e

image. We have arranged them such that profiles with relati
large relief are at the top and examples with relatively sm
relief are at the bottom. Profiles a and b are examples of
on rock in which some of the rock is exposed. Profiles c–g
typical profiles from lunar mare. To give some idea of the visi
range of topography, we chose profiles that traversed relati
large stones in profiles e and f. Typical examples of Fra Ma
regolith are shown in profiles h and i. Profile j is a profile pa
ing through a large stone at the bottom of a mare crater,
profile k shows the unusually fluffy clumps of regolith found o
the inside of a mare crater. At the smallest scales that ca
mately submillimeter scales), nearly all terra
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(with the possible exception of profile k) appear to have sim
fine-scale textures. At least to visual inspection, the prim
difference among the profiles appears to be in the contr
tion of larger-scale (approximately centimeter and larger sca
texture.

4.1. Elevation Statistics

Two alternate methods for describing the statistical distri
tion of elevations are elevation histograms and cumulative
tributions of elevations, respectively. Lummeet al.(1985) stud-
ied cumulative distributions of elevations from several ALSC
topographic profiles and concluded that lunar soil topogra
obeys Gaussian statistics at subdecimeter scales. However
did not test their conclusion against discrete elevation histogr
corresponding to individual ALSCC images. In Fig. 6, we e
amine our data both in terms of elevation histograms (Fig.
and cumulative distributions of elevation (Fig. 6b).

Elevation histograms (Fig. 6a) were sampled in horizon
resolution increments of 0.085 mm and binned in 0.1-mm inc
ments of elevation. Most of the histograms are unimodal,
though multimodal examples are evident in cases where
nificant portions of the frames are covered with large sto
(AS12-45-8452), soil-covered rock (AS14-77-10372), or co
tamination from footspray (AS12-45-8453). The most nota
systematic differences among terrains are that the narrowes
tograms (AS11-45-6699, -6701, -6704, and AS12-57-844

insFig. 6a) occur for undisturbed lunar mare, while the broadest
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LUNAR REGOLIT

FIG. 5. Elevation profiles extracted from each of the elevation maps
vertical exaggeration). At the bottom (a,b) are two soil-covered rock surfa
Immediately above are five examples of lunar mare soils (c–g). Two lunar h
land soils are represented in (h) and (i). Profile (j) is across a large sto
the bottom of anApollo 12crater. Profile (k) represents unusual, fluffy regoli
inside anApollo 12crater.

occur in undisturbed Fra Mauro regoliths (AS14-77-10368) a
the unusual clumpy regolith that was found inside a crater a
Apollo 12landing site (AS12-57-8454).

The elevation histograms were analyzed (Table III) in ter
of standard deviation about the mean (σ ), skewness (skew)
and kurtosis (kurt). Skewness is a measure of the devia
of the shape of the distributions from symmetric. For a Ga

sian (symmetric) distribution, skew= 0. Kurtosis measures thetive distributions of elevation are represented as solid lines. The
TABLE III
Elevation Histogram Analysis of Apollo Closeup Elevation Maps

Elevation histogram

Picture frame σ (mm) skew kurt Modality Comment

AS11-45-6699 1.1 +0.9 3.9 Unimodal Nominal mare soil sample
AS11-45-6701 1.1 +0.4 4.1 Unimodal Small stones present
AS11-45-6704 1.3 +1.3 6.2 Unimodal Nominal mare soil sample
AS12-57-8449 0.9 +0.4 3.8 Unimodal Nominal mare soil sample
AS12-57-8452 3.6 +1.3 4.8 Trimodal Large stone present
AS12-57-8453 1.8 −0.2 2.1 Bimodal Nominal mare soil sample
AS12-57-8454 2.6 +0.7 6.3 Unimodal Unusual fluffy regolith inside crater
AS14-77-10368 2.3 −0.1 2.4 Bimodal Nominal Fra Mauro soil sample
AS14-77-10370 1.6 −0.2 3.1 Unimodal Nominal Fra Mauro soil sample
AS14-77-10371 1.5 +0.7 4.7 Unimodal Soil-covered rock
AS14-77-10372 2.3 −0.1 2.2 Bimodal Contact of rock with soil fillet
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peakedness of the distribution and is equal to 3 for a Ga
ian distribution (cf. Chou 1972). Distributions with kurtosis va
ues less than 3 (mesokurtic distributions) are more stro
peaked than Gaussian, and those with kurtosis values gr
than 3 (platykurtic distributions) are broader than Gauss
forms. Table III shows that the average range of elevatio
characterized byσ , is narrower for typical mare (Apollo 11,
1.08± 0.04 mm andApollo 12, 1.35± 0.64 mm) than for undis-
turbed Fra Mauro regolith (Apollo 14, 1.95± 0.49 mm), consis-
tent with the interpretation that maria are smoother than
Mauro soils even at these small scales. Broad elevation
tograms (relatively largeσ and kurtosis) occur when larg
(centimeter-scale) isolated stones or fluffy clods of regolith
present. There is no obvious systematic relationship betw
skewness and regolith type; however, nonzero values of s
indicate that the height distributions exhibit significant no
Gaussian behavior in about half of the cases studied. To b
illustrate the extent to which individual histograms in Fig. 6a
well represented by Gaussian distributions, we have plotted
corresponding Gaussian distribution functions

fG(h) = 1√
2πσ

exp

(
−1

2

[
h

σ

]2)
, (2)

where height is represented ash andσ is the standard deviatio
from Table III.

The cumulative distribution gives the fraction of total poin
whose heights lie in the interval−h/σ ≤ y≤+h/σ , and can be
measured by direct numerical integration of the histogram
Fig. 6a. An obvious shortcoming of a cumulative distributi
is that information about the asymmetry (skewness) of the
togram is lost by integrating from the negative to positive ra
of h/σ . Consequently, it is possible for many different types
statistical distributions to approximate Gaussian behavior w
represented in cumulative distribution form. In Fig. 6b, cumu
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ements of

the
FIG. 6. (a) Elevation histograms derived after removing local topographic gradient (see text). Data were sampled in horizontal resolution incr
0.085 mm and have been binned in 0.1-mm increments of elevation. Top row isApollo 11, middle rowApollo 12, and bottom rowApollo 14examples. Solid
line shows the Gaussian distribution corresponding to the sample standard deviation about the mean.N/Nmax is the number of samples normalized relative to
maximum number per bin. (b) Cumulative distributions of elevation corresponding to the elevation histograms in (a). Solid lines represent the results of directly
integrating the elevation histograms. Dashed lines show the cumulative Gaussian distribution (Lummeet al.1985).
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corresponding cumulative Gaussian distribution (Lummeet al.
1985),FG(y), for each is derived by integrating overfG(h):

FG(y) = 2
∫ y

−∞
fG(h) dh− 1. (3)

Cumulative Gaussian distributions are plotted as dashed
 nes

in Fig. 6b. While Figure 6b supports Lummeet al.’s conclusion
that the cumulative distribution of elevations for lunar regoli
are generally Gaussian; comparison to Fig. 6a demonstr
that cumulative distributionsdo not provide a very sensitive
measure of the true shape of elevation histograms—about
of the elevation histograms exhibit non-Gaussian shape as
metries.
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4.2. Fractal Analysis

A significant body of work has established that the to
graphic roughness of naturally occurring geological surface
measured by mean slopes, changes with the length scale u
its measure. Fractal analysis (cf. Kaye 1978, Orford and Wha
1983, Mark and Aronson 1984, Power and Tullis 1991, Turc
1992, Chase 1992, Shepardet al. 1995) has become a popul
quantitative method for characterizing both the rate of cha
of roughness with spatial scale and the amplitude of rou
ness. Fractal descriptions of surface roughness have rec
been introduced to remote-sensing models (Shepardet al.1995,
Shkuratov 1995, Campbell and Shepard 1996, Shepard
Campbell 1998). Natural topography is best characterized
self-affine fractal measures. Self-affinity is the property of s
face topography to scale more slowly in the vertical direct
than in the horizontal direction, with a rate characterized by
fractal dimensionD, where 2≤ D≤ 3. Surfaces with smallD
are visually perceived as retaining their roughness as the
scale increases, while those with largeD appear to smooth
quickly as scale is increased. The amplitude of roughnes
characterized by the rms slope angle at a unit reference sca
this study, at 1-mm scale).

We explore the fractal behavior of lunar soil relief by applyi
the variogram method (Mark and Aronson 1984, Chase 19
to analyze our digital topographic maps from which the regio
tilt has been removed. In this method, the mean Allan varia
(Allan 1966),

v̄2
A =

1 N∑
[z(xj +1x)− z(xj )]

2, (4)

N

j=1

circles are

sual
FIG. 7. Variogram plots for each of the 11 lunar maps. Solid dots represent Allan variances measured from left-to-right over the entire map. Open
Allan variances measured from top-to-bottom. Least-squares fit of a straight line (in log–log space) is shown only over the size scales (0.1 to 10 mm) for which the
fits were performed. Fractal dimensions and rms slope angles of the surface at 1-mm scales obtained from the fits are reported in Table IV and Fig. 8.
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is measured as a function of size scale1x, wherez is eleva-
tion and the mean is obtained by summing over all horizon
locations,xj . A surface exhibits fractal behavior over the d
main of scales for which a single power law relates the m
Allan variance to size scale

v̄2
A = v2

ref1x2H , (5)

where the coefficientv2
ref is the Allan variance at a unit referenc

scale (i.e., at1x= 1 mm) andH is known as the Hurst exponen
The surface fractal dimension is related to the Hurst exponen
D= 3− H . The rms slope angle at unit reference scale,2RMS,
can be evaluated from

tan(2RMS) =
√
v2

ref. (6)

A variogram plot (i.e., a log–log plot of Allan variance as
function of corresponding size scale) for each of our eleva
maps is provided in Fig. 7. The data points in these plots w
collected after cropping the elevation maps to the largest pos
continuous rectangular subsection. As a check of consiste
Allan variances collected along the+x direction (from left-to-
right) are plotted separately in Fig. 7 from those collected in
+y direction (from top-to-bottom). The variograms demonstr
that nearly all of the lunar soil examples are well represen
by fractal statistics over size domains from 0.1 mm to 1 c
At scales larger than a few centimeters, the slope of the p
appears to change, most likely because we renormalized th
evation maps relative to a flat datum and because the size
of measurements approaches the limiting size of the eleva
maps. However, deviations from fractal behavior are not unu
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in nature and generally indicate that different processes are
erative at different physical scales (cf. Campbell and She
1996, Shepard and Campbell 1998).Apollo 14examples 10371
and 10372 exhibit different behaviors in the+x and+y di-
rections, perhaps indicating that some directional process
example, slumping) has been operative in this area. Thes
both images of soil-covered rock for which the depth of s
cover significantly varies across the picture.Apollo 12example
8454, which represents unusually fluffy clods of regolith with
a crater, also deviates from fractal behavior at very small sc
(∼1 mm).

We derived the fractal dimension and rms slope angle at 1-
scale (Table IV) for each elevation map by performing lea
squares fits of a simple power law to the variogram data
Fig. 7 over size scales from 0.1 mm to 1.0 cm. Figure 8 p
rms slope angle and fractal dimensionD. Values ofD range
from 2.32 to 2.49. The rate of change of roughness with s
is remarkably similar for all regoliths (̄D= 2.36± 0.03) except
soil-covered rock surfaces (̄D= 2.48± 0.01), which appear to
become slightly smoother at size scales larger than typica
Mauro regolith. This latter behavior is because thelarge-scale
roughness is dominated by the underlying rock and not by
derlying regolith.

While the rate of change of roughness with spatial scaleD)
is similar for most regoliths, the amplitude of roughness (2RMS)
near
co
y

FIG. 8. Roughness amplitude (2RMS) vs fractal dimensionD derived from each digitial elevation map. Nearly all soil types exhibit fractal dimensions
∼2.4 indicating that their rates of change of roughness with size scale are similar. Undisturbed mare and Fra Mauro soils are distinct by virtue of theirntrasting
roughness amplitudes (represented by the rms slope at 1-mm scale). Largest rms slope is for unusually fluffy clods ofApollo 12regolith inside a crater. The nearb
Apollo 12point represents image AS12-57-8452 in which a significant part of the scene is covered by large, glazed stone within the crater.
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TABLE IV
Fractal Analysis of ALSCC Elevation Maps

Fractal

Picture number D 2RMS

AS11-45-6699 2.40± 0.02 12.1± 0.3◦
AS11-45-6701 2.35± 0.02 14.2± 0.1◦
AS11-45-6704 2.32± 0.04 18.0± 0.1◦

AS12-57-8449 2.38± 0.02 13.9± 0.6◦
AS12-57-8452 2.34± 0.01 37.0± 1.5◦
AS12-57-8453 2.32± 0.01 18.3± 0.3◦
AS12-57-8454 2.38± 0.02 34.5± 1.3◦

AS14-77-10368 2.34± 0.01 23.2± 0.8◦
AS14-77-10370 2.39± 0.01 23.0± 0.1◦
AS14-77-10371 2.49± 0.07 22.2± 1.6◦
AS14-77-10372 2.47± 0.09 24.6± 2.3◦

significantly varies among the regolith surfaces. Not unexp
edly, the rms slope variations strongly correlate with the wid
of elevation histograms (σ ) discussed earlier. Fluffy regolith
clumps and soil surfaces with large stones exhibit fractal dim
sions similar to typical undisturbed soils; however their amp
tudes of roughness are significantly larger than those for m
or undisturbed Fra Mauro soils. Figure 8 suggests that m
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FIG. 9. (a) Average rms slope angles for undisturbed mare (Apollos 11and12) and Fra Mauro (Apollo 14) soils, respectively, measured as a function of s
scale from digital topography maps after subtracting regional tilt. Solid lines are measured values and dashed lines represent one standard deviation about the mean.
(b) Data from (a) after statistical restoration of the decimeter-scale roughness contribution (see text). Error envelopes (dashed lines) include the uncertainty in the
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large-scale roughness correction in addition to errors shown in (a).

and Fra Mauro soils can be distinguished from each othe
the basis of rms slope. The mean amplitude of roughnes
all Fra Mauro soils at 1-mm scale (mean2RMS= 23± 1◦) is
significantly larger than that for typical lunar mare soils (me
2RMS= 15± 3◦).

The results in Table IV and Figure 8 provide a useful fi
order comparison of therelativeroughness of different regolit
examples. However, before making a general compariso
remotely sensed data or to measurements from natural te
trial surfaces, we must account for having subtracted ou
regional tilt of the footprint area from each topographic m
Because we normalized elevations relative to a flat datum
must now statistically restore an estimate of relief at size sc
larger than the coverage of our maps (i.e., greater than∼1 dm).
The problem is illustrated in Fig. 9a, which shows that the
(tilt-subtracted) rms slopes angles for undisturbed Fra Ma
and Mare, respectively, appear to converge to zero at a size
near 1 dm as a result of our initial normalization to a flat dat
Let tanθ be the local topographic slope at a given small sc
1x. To estimate the contribution of relief at decimeter and la
scales we must describe how the topographic map slope d
bution,as(tan θ,1x), is perturbed by superposing or “paintin
the subdecimeter-scale features on a larger surface that is sm
at subdecimeter scales but which itself has a nonzero dist
tion of decimeter and larger scale slopes. Letal (tanθ ) represen
the distribution of slopes one would measure at decimeter s
if relief at subdecimeter scales were spatially unresolvable
the surface were perfectly smooth at smaller scales. The add
of large-scale relief effectively broadens the slope distribut
at smaller scales. The effective slope distribution for the c
bined small- and large-scale surfaces can be computed fro
convolution of slope distributions

aeff(tanθ,1x) =
∫∞

0 as(tanθ − tanϑ,1x)al (tanϑ) d(tanϑ)∫∞ al (tanϑ) d(tanϑ)
.

0
(7)
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If the lunar surface was ideally smooth at decimeter and la
scale,al (tanθ ) would be unity atθ = 0 and zero at all othe
slope angles. For this ideal case, Eq. (7) correctly predicts
aeff(tanθ,1x)=as(tanθ,1x).

To evaluate Eq. (7) and apply the correction to the data
Fig. 9a, we need to know the average large-scale slope dist
tion al (tanθ ) for mare and for Fra Mauro regoliths, respective
We make the well-justified assumption thatal (tanθ ) is Gaussian
(Section 4.1) and constrain the widths of the distributions
Fra Mauro and typical mare, respectively, by requiring that th
distribution means (rms slopes) match corresponding ave
regional tilt corrections from Table II. The rms average of tilt co
rections obtained from undisturbed Fra Mauro regolith examp
is 5.7◦ ± 1.1◦

1.3 , while that from undisturbed mare is 2.8◦ ± 1.9◦
1.5 .

To evaluateas(tanθ,1x) we assume it is also Gaussian wi
a corresponding rms slope at1x given by Fig. 9a. Figure 9b
shows the rms slopes of Fra Mauro and mare regoliths, res
tively, after the statistical restoration of large-scale roughn
The roughnesses at smallest scales are only slightly incre
by the introduction of modest slopes at larger scale.

To test the realism of our approach, we consider analog
roughness reported in radar studies of the lunar surface. Unf
nately, we cannot directly compare radar rms slopes to our re
because, as in the case of photometric measures of roughne
relationship between the size scale of geological features an
radar wavelength used to detect them is poorly understood
best, we can say that the size scale of geological features is l
at least as large as the radar wavelength, but perhaps as la
tens or hundreds of radar wavelengths. With this restriction
mind, we note that the curves of Fig. 9b flatten at decimeter s
and the rms slopes remain under 10◦. Lunar radar rms slopes de
rived from centimeter-to-decimeter wavelengths are gener
within this range as well (Simpson and Tyler 1982; Kroupe
et al. 1975; Kroupenio 1972, 1973; Tyler and Howard 197
Hagfors 1970; Evans 1969; Muhlemanet al.1968a,b; Beckman
and Klemperer 1965). Radar studies (cf. Simpson and T

1982, Tyler and Howard 1973) also show that radar rms slope
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angles of highland soils are typically about a factor of 2 to
larger than mare soils; similar to the factor of 2 obtained fro
our rms tilt corrections for Fra Mauro and mare, respective
A more rigorous comparison between radar roughness stu
and our topographic data can be made for the rate-of-chang
roughness with scale (i.e., fractal dimension). An important c
sequence of the statistical restoration of large-scale rough
represented in Fig. 9b is that theeffectivefractal dimensions for
mare and Fra Mauro must decrease relative to fractal dim
sions that were determined prior to adding large-scale slo
The curves in Fig. 9b imply an effectiveD= 2.31± 0.04 for
Fra Mauro andD= 2.31± 0.06 for mare (evaluated as befor
over size scales from 0.1 mm to 1.0 cm). For comparison, Sh
ardet al.(1995) evaluated the fractal roughnesses implied fr
lunar radar studies and found 2.0≤ D ≤ 2.4. Hagfors and Evans
(1968) reported radar observations of the moon at wavelen
of 3.6, 68, and 600 cm, from which Shepardet al. estimate a
fractal dimensionD=∼2.2 in reasonable agreement with ou
results. The corrected average2RMS= 25◦ ± 1 for Fra Mauro
and2RMS= 16◦ ± 4◦

3 for mare, respectively.
For the purposes of subsequent discussions, hereafter w

opt Fra Mauro regolith as a possible roughness analogue to
ical highland regolith. This suggestion is supported by the f
that we find Fra Mauro rms slopes at large scale to be gre
than those for mare by about the same amount as is imp
for highlands relative to mare from radar studies (cf. Simps
and Tyler 1982, Tyler and Howard 1973). In addition, the ra
of change of roughness with size scale (represented by fra
dimensionD) for Fra Mauro regolith is typical of that for mos
lunar materials.

4.3. Photometric Roughness

A variety of radiative transfer models have been develope
describe the way rough particulate surfaces scatter light (for
ample, Hapke 1984, Lumme and Bowell 1981, Shkuratovet al.
1998). Hapke’s (1984) photometric roughness model is wid
applied in planetary surface photometry. Although the mo
was derived primarily as a correction to his smooth-surfac
photometric function (Hapke 1981), it has found increas
use as a remote-sensing tool to measure relative differe
in subresolution-scale topographic roughness of geological
faces. Hapke characterizes the macroscopic surface rough
using a single parameter; a mean topographic slope anglθ̄ ,
corresponding to an assumed Gaussian distribution of sur
slopes. For average lunar mare and highland terrains, estim
of θ̄ = 8◦ and 24◦, respectively, have been derived from surfa
photometry (Helfenstein and Veverka 1987).

Hapke’s photometric roughness parameter,θ̄ , is difficult to
interpret in a geological sense because it is not clear what
scale of geological features it represents—Hapke’s model ma
no assumption about the size scale of surface features that
trol photometric roughness other than that the roughness m
occur at a scale that is smaller than the spatial resolution
the detector. Helfenstein (1988) investigated the contributi
3
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of roughnesses at different size scales to measured valuesθ̄
by using a synthetic (computer-generated) cratered surface
resenting scales from 1 m to 1 km andconcluded that̄θ is an
integral measure of roughness in that it is affected by topo
phy at all scales up to the size of the resolution of the detec
Shepard and Campbell (1998) more recently confirmed this fi
ing with a generalized fractal model of surface roughness
demonstrated that, while photometric roughness was inte
with decreasing size scale, for natural surfaces that obey fra
statistics, photometric roughness should be dominated by
face relief at the smallest scales for which the surface can
approximated by a distribution of topographic “facets.” It is im
portant to note that the studies of Helfenstein (1988) and She
and Campbell (1998) rely on artificial surfaces and compu
modeling to investigate the contributions of topography at d
ferent size scales—as yet no one has tested values ofθ̄ derived
from photometry againstin situmeasurements of surface textu
at size scales that are likely to be important in photometry.

Our present elevation map data set provides the first-
means of investigating the geological significance of Hapk
roughness model using the true topographic roughness of
motely sensed natural surface at size scales that critically a
photometric behavior. Below, we will use our elevation ma
to explore the following questions: (1) How does̄θ vary as a
function of size scales on real regolith surfaces over the ra
from submillimeter to decimeter? (2) How do estimates ōθ
obtained from lunar photometry compare with values deriv
directly from topographic data? (3) Can lunar mare and highl
regoliths be distinguished from each other on the basis of p
tometric surface roughness? (4) Is Hapke’s assumed Gau
distribution of slopes valid for regolith surfaces? (5) Is Hapk
roughness parameter sensitive to departures from Gaussia
havior?

Hapke’s formal definition of thēθ parameter derives from th
weighted mean of topographic slopes

tanθ̄ = 2

π

∫ π/2

0
a(tanθ ) sinθ tanθ dθ, (8)

whereθ is topographic slope angle anda(tanθ ) is the unidi-
rectional distribution of slopes (i.e., the distribution of slop
as measured in a single direction from a topographic profi
Equation (8) can be numerically integrated to obtainθ̄ directly
from a histogram ofa(tanθ ) sinθ tanθ measured from unidirec
tional topographic profiles extracted from our elevation ma
This approach makes no a priori assumptions about the pos
form of the slope distribution.

Hapke (1984) employed Eq. (8) by assuming that the unidi
tional slope distribution is Gaussian with respect to slope (
with respect to tanθ ) defined such that the azimuth-independe
slope distribution has the form

a(tanθ ) sinθ dθ = 2

π tan2(θ̄ )
exp

[
− tan2 θ

π tan2 θ̄

]
sec2θ sinθ dθ.

(9)
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Although Hapke assumes that the unidirectional slope distr
tion is Gaussian with a peak at tanθ = 0, the azimuth-indepen
dent distribution will generally be asymmetric with a nonze
peak becausea(tanθ ) is weighted by sinθ in Eq. (9). Since
there could be a wide range of possible unidirectional sl
distribution function which, when weighted by sinθ , yield sim-
ilar azimuth-independent distributions, we expect that Hap
Gaussian slope approximation may be satisfactory even i
true unidirectional slope distributions are not strictly Gauss
Equation (9) provides a second method for determiningθ̄ from
topographic profiles at any chosen size scale:θ̄ can be deter-
mined by fitting the Gaussian distribution of Eq. (9) to me
sured histograms ofa(tanθ ) sinθ . However, Eq. (8) provides th
preferred approach because the method of Eq. (9) is adve
sensitive to the coarse quantization of elevation increments
occurs in histograms at the smallest spatial scales (see b
and Fig. 10).

We have used both of the above methods to measureθ̄ from
our topographic maps over length scales from 0.085 to 85
(Table V). At each length scale,1x, we collected histogram
of a(tanθ ) sinθ anda(tanθ ) sinθ tanθ and binned them in uni
form slope increments,1 tanθ =1z/1x, where1z represents
the nominal vertical resolution of our elevation maps (50µm).

Individual slopes were measured by fitting least-squares line

ere binned
asured

our slope bin optimization criterion, bin widths decrease with
FIG. 10. Histograms of azimuth-independent slope distributions for AS11-45-6699 at three different size-scales (0.1, 1.0, and 10 mm). The data w
in uniform increments of slope, although they are plotted here as a function of slope angle. The width of the bins vary with the size scale being me, as
described in the text. Dashed lines represent the best fit of an assumed Gaussian distribution of unidirectional slopes (see text for discussion). Also shown are the

best-fit values of̄θ from the Gaussian approximation (error bar is the differen
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TABLE V
Photometric Roughness of Lunar Soils at Different Size-Scales

Photometric roughness (θ̄ )

Picture 0.085 mm 0.85 mm 8.5 mm 85 mm

AS11-45-6699b 37± 22◦ 11.4± 0.9◦ 4.3± 0.2◦ 1.4± 0.7◦
AS11-45-6701b 41± 25◦ 11.9± 0.8◦ 6.1± 0.1◦ 1.4± 0.5◦
AS11-45-6704 44± 28◦ 14.0± 0.6◦ 7.7± 0.2◦ 1.2± 0.5◦

AS12-57-8449b 36± 21◦ 11.8± 1.0◦ 5.2± 0.2◦ 1.01± 0.2◦

AS12-57-8452 47± 31◦ 16± 6◦ 17± 23◦
17◦ 3.0± 0.5◦

AS12-57-8453b 39± 22◦ 14.6± 0.7◦ 8.4± 0.5◦ 1.9± 0.3◦
AS12-57-8454 46± 15◦ 21± 9◦ 13± 3◦ 2.0± 0.4◦

AS14-77-10368b 41± 23◦ 17± 3◦ 13± 2◦ 3± 11◦
3◦

AS14-77-10370b 42± 23◦ 17± 4◦ 8.3± 0.4◦ 1.5± 0.5◦
AS14-77-10371 43± 21◦ 17± 3◦ 6.1± 0.1◦ 1.0± 0.5◦
AS14-77-10372 45± 16◦ 17± 5◦ 8.2± 0.3◦ 1.3± 0.4◦

b Typical example of undisturbed lunar regolith.

segments to all points falling along a given traverse of ba
line length1x. Figure 10 compares examples of histogra
of a(tanθ ) sinθ collected for three different orders of magn
tude of length scales (0.1, 1.0, and 10 mm). As a resul
ce inθ̄ between the best-fit Gaussian and direct integration of the histograms).
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increasing size scale. To test the adequacy of Hapke’s assu
Gaussian distribution of slopes, we used Eq. (9) to find value
θ̄ that best reproduce the slope histograms. At 0.1-mm scale
histogram slope increments are large because the size sc
close to the vertical resolution of the elevation maps and
accuracy to which best-fit values ofθ̄ can be found is somewha
poorer than at larger size scales for which slopes are binne
finer increments. As the size scale is increased, the histog
peaks become well defined and the Gaussian distribution
pears to become a progressively better approximation to
actual slope distribution.

Table V lists values of̄θ derived from direct evaluation of Eq
(8) for histograms obtained at four different size scales that ra
over four orders of magnitude from the resolution limit (85µm)
to the size limit of our maps (∼85 mm). Error bars represent th
magnitude of difference if̄θ is estimated by fitting a Gaussia
distribution of slopes to the histogram data (i.e., the meth
of Eq. (9)). Equation (9) consistently yielded smaller values
ale
ean.

es
o

FIG. 11. (a) Average values of̄θ for undisturbed mare (Apollos 11and12) and Fra Mauro (Apollo 14) soils, respectively, measured as a function of size sc
from digital topography maps after subtracting regional tilt. Solid lines are measured values ofθ̄ and dashed lines represent one standard deviation about the m
(b) Data from (a) after statistical restoration of the decimeter-scale roughness contribution (see c–f ). Error envelopes (dashed lines) include the uncertainty in the
large-scale roughness correction in addition to errors shown in (a). (c) Model values ofθ̄ obtained by applying Eq. (10) to the data of Fig. 9a. (d) Model valu
of θ̄ including statistical restoration of decimeter-scale roughness obtained by applying Eq. (10) to data of Fig. 9b. (e)θ̄ correction for decimeter-scale Fra Maur
roughness as a function of size scale obtained by subtracting the model Fra Mauro curve in (c) from the corresponding curve in (d). (f ) Same as (e) but forlunar mare.
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θ̄ than the method Eq. (8). The results suggest that Hapk
Gaussian slope distribution function is a good approximation
scales larger than about 1 mm. At scales less than 1 mm,
Gaussian approximation appears to significantly underestim
θ̄ ; however, it is not clear how much of the inconsistency
due to the large bin sizes used in slope histograms at very sm
scales (see Fig. 10). In all cases,θ̄ decreases with increasing siz
scale (see also Fig. 11). At any given size scale, values ofθ̄ for
typical examples of lunar mare are similar to one another. Typi
Apollo 11and12mare soils are not statistically distinguishabl
from one another on the basis ofθ̄ . However, values of̄θ for
Apollo 14Fra Mauro regoliths are generally larger than for ma
soils. The relative variations in photometric roughness amo
terrains correlate well with similar variations in rms slope ang
in Table IV.

In Fig. 11a we evaluated̄θ over size scales from 0.1 mm
to 8 cm and averaged results, respectively, for typical mare
goliths and for undisturbed Fra Mauro regoliths. However, as
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the case of our raw (tilt-subtracted) rms slope angle meas
ments (Fig. 9a),̄θ converges toward zero at decimeter sca
in Fig. 11a (and Table V) only because we have subtracted
the regional tilt of the footprint area to normalize elevatio
relative to a flat datum. To accurately compare terrain-ave
values ofθ̄ to values reported from fits of Hapke’s model
lunar photometry, we include a scale-dependent correction1θ̄

(Figs.11e, 11f) for the contribution of surface roughness at
scales larger than those represented in our elevation maps
done in Fig. 11b. As shown in Figs. 11c and 11d, we can de
1θ̄ for mare and Fra Mauro regolith by first applying an appr
imate relationship between rms slope angle,2, andθ̄ (Shepard
and Campbell 1998),

tan(θ̄ ) = 0.7 tan(2), (10)

to the data of Figs. 9a and 9b (as is done in Figs. 11a and
respectively) and then by subtracting the curves in Fig. 11c f
their counterparts in Fig. 11d (as is done in Figs. 11e and 1
Although Eq. (10) is valid strictly for surfaces forD= 2.5 (in
contrast toD∼ 2.3 that we have found for Fra Mauro and lun
mare surfaces), comparison of Figs. 11a and 11c demons
that Shepard and Campbell’s (1998) approximation is exce
at nearly all size scales greater than about 0.2 mm and sli
underestimates̄θ as smaller scales. The values of1θ̄ are larges

near the upper size limit of our elevation maps (∼8 cm) and

ange of
side of

gle size scale for which̄θ measured for Fra Mauro regolith from
FIG. 12. Comparison of Fig. 11b values of̄θ for highland (Fra Mauro) regolith to those for mare at each spatial scale. Dashed lines envelope the r
uncertainties in average values ofθ̄ from Fig. 11b. The data point from Helfenstein and Veverka (1987) is derived from lunar photometry and falls well out

the uncertainty envelope. New fits photometric estimates ofθ̄ derived in this stud
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least significant (about a degree or less) at the smallest sc
(∼0.1 mm). This is an important result because if photome
cally detected roughness is most representative of large slo
which occur at the smallest size scales, then the accurac
which we can measure the most important size scale is relati
insensitive to any uncertainties in our large-scale roughness
rection. In Fig. 11b we have added1θ̄ to the data, Fig. 11a,
to obtain corrected curves of̄θ vs size scale. Figure 11b show
that, especially at the smallest scales of our data, the photom
roughness of Fra Mauro regolith is measurably greater than
of lunar mare, but the difference is not very large at any sin
common scale.

Fits of Hapke’s model to lunar photometric data (Helfenste
and Veverka 1987) imply that the photometric roughness of lu
highlands (̄θ = 24◦) should be three times larger than that for l
nar mare (̄θ = 8◦). Numerical values of̄θ for Fra Mauro regolith
from Fig. 11b best match̄θ = 24◦ for average highlands ter
rains derived from lunar photometric observations (Helfenst
and Veverka 1987) at a size scale of 0.33 mm. In contrast,
merical values of̄θ for lunar mare (Fig. 11b) best match̄θ = 8◦

from lunar photometry at a size scale of 6.5 mm—a factor of
larger than the size scale that appears representative of high
regolith. There is no obvious reason to expect that the size s
representative of̄θ for mare should be significantly larger tha
that for highland regolith. Figure 12 shows that there is no s
y (Fig. 13) better agree with topographic estimates at a common size scale.
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our topographic maps is larger than that for mare by the fa
of 3 implied by the photometric estimate from Helfenstein a
Veverka (1987). We resolve these inconsistencies in Section

In summary, we have found that the photometric roughnes
highland regolith is generally larger than that of mare soils,
not by as large a margin than is implied from early photome
modeling. There appears to be no single size scale for w
θ̄ measured from our topographic maps simultaneously m
mare and highland values reported from lunar photometr
Helfenstein and Veverka (1987). For typical lunar regolith s
faces, the relative contribution tōθ from surface relief at scale
of 8 cm and larger is small in comparison to the contribut
from surface relief at submillimeter scales.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Photometric Roughness

In Section 4.3 we found that the photometric roughnes
undisturbed Fra Mauro regolith is larger than that of undistur
mare soils at all size scales (though not by a large margin)
also found that there is no single size scale for whichθ̄ mea-
sured from our topographic maps simultaneously match ph
metrically derived mare and highland values from Helfens
and Veverka (1987). The size scale at which Helfenstein
Veverka’sθ̄ = 8◦ for mare was best matched is a factor of
larger than the best match̄θ = 24◦ for highland soils. In addition
there is no single size scale for which highland soils are th
times rougher than mare soils as implied from lunar photome

It is not clear why the size scales that best match photom
ric estimates of̄θ for mare and highland surfaces should dif
by a factor of 20. There are several possible explanations
the inconsistency that we can consider here. First, it is po
ble that the limited suite of examples we have examined in
study is not truly representative of average highland and m
soils. However, theApollo astronauts chose the photograp
sites at random, and we expect that our examples are repr
tative because we find no statistically significant differences̄θ
among typicalApollo 11and12mare soils. Second, it is possib
that we have not adequately accounted for the contribution
roughness at all scales greater than 8 cm in Fig. 11b. How
as Figs. 11e and 11f show, the contribution toθ̄ from relief at
decimeter and larger scales have only a small effect on the
atively large roughness at very small scales (∼0.1 mm) that are
expected to have the strongest effects on photometric beh
(Hapke 1984, Helfenstein 1988, Shepard and Campbell 19
Third, it is possible that the size scale of roughness thatθ̄ repre-
sents trulydoesvary among terrains. Shkuratov and Stankev
(1997) and Shepard and Campbell (1998) have proposed
the smallest representative size scales forθ̄ may be different for
soil surfaces composed of constituent particles exhibiting c
trasting optical properties. For example, for surfaces compo
of high-albedo particles, roughness at very small scales
be photometrically undetectable because multiple scatterin
light between particles and interstitial voids in the regolith att
uate projected shadows (Buratti and Veverka 1985). Howe
ctor
nd
5.1.
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the behavior we see is opposite—smaller scales appear to b
tectable on the highland surface which is higher in albedo t
lunar mare.

Perhaps the most likley explanation is that the Hapke p
tometric model used in Helfenstein and Veverka (1987) w
too simplistic to accurately retrieve the absolute roughness
different lunar terrains. In the past decade, a variety of de
opments in photometric theory have lead to improvement
Hapke’s model. Among the most significant improvements
the incorporation of realistic particle phase functions (Bow
et al. 1989; Clarket al. 1999; Domingueet al. 1991, 1995,
Domingue and Hapke 1992; Domingue and Verbiscer 19
Helfensteinet al. 1991, 1997, 1999; Simonelliet al. 1998;
Thomaset al. 1996; Verbiscer and Helfenstein 1998; Hartm
and Domingue 1998) and the discovery that coherent back
ter and shadow-hiding mechanism both contribute to the op
sition effects of planetary surfaces (Burattiet al. 1996; Hapke
et al. 1993, 1998; Helfensteinet al. 1997, 1999; Hillieret al.
1999; Mishchenko 1992; Mishchenko and Dlugach 1992, 19
Shkuratov 1988; Shkuratov and Ovcharenko 1998; Shkur
et al. 1999). Helfensteinet al. (1997) altered Hapke’s (1981
1984, 1986) equation to include a realistic particle phase fu
tion (Kattawar 1975) and simultaneous modeling of shad
hiding (Hapke 1986) and coherent-backscatter (Mishche
1992) opposition effects, and then tested it on whole-disk
disk-resolved photometry of the lunar surface. Among their fi
ings was that the more sophisticated Hapke model results
significantly larger average lunar value ofθ̄ = 26.7± 0.1◦ than
the corresponding estimate ofθ̄ = 20.0± 0.6◦ from Helfenstein
and Veverka (1987).

To see if the Hapke/Mishchenko model used by Helfens
et al. (1997) leads to significantly different photometric es
mates ofθ̄ for mare and highlands, we fit it to the same dis
resolved data set (Shorthillet al.1969) for dark (mare), averag
and bright (highland) terrains used in Helfenstein and Veve
(1987). These data cover phase angles 2.3◦ ≤α≤ 135.7◦, inci-
dence angles 1.9◦ ≤ i ≤ 89.6◦, and emission angles 4.0◦ ≤ e≤
135.7◦. The available range of phase angles is inadequa
simultaneously constrain the coherent-backscatter and sha
hiding opposition surge parameters, and coverage does no
tend to large enough phase angles to fully constrain the t
model parameters fo the particle phase function. However
causeθ̄ can be constrained by limb-darkening behavior, reas
able estimates of̄θ do not demand the data at all available ph
angles: We can obtain acceptable estimates by restricting t
to phase angles where the contribution from the opposition e
is small (α≥ 30◦) and the forward-scattering contribution fro
the particle phase function is not large (α < 135◦). Following
Helfensteinet al.(1997), we also restrictedi ≤ 75◦ ande≤ 80◦.
Using the grid-search approach of Helfensteinet al.(1997), we
sought values for only two model parameters,θ̄ andω0 (the av-
erage particle single-scattering albedo), that minimize the
residuals between the photometric data and model predict
The remaining six model parameters were fixed at the va
derived by Helfensteinet al. (1997).
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FIG. 13. Results of parameter grid search to find least-squares fit values ofθ̄ for three lunar terrains previously examined by Helfenstein and Veverka (19
A distinct minimum in the curves identifies the solution value. (a) Solution for mare (dark terrain of Shorthillet al.1969) givesθ̄ = 24± 1 andω0= 0.16± 0.03.
(b) Solution for average lunar terrains givesθ̄ = 26±1 andω0= 0.31±0.03, and (c) solution for highlands (bright terrain of Shorthillet al.1969) gives̄θ = 27±1
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The results of the grid-searches are shown in Fig.13, w
we plot rms residuals as a function of assumedθ̄ . We obtained
θ̄ = 27± 1◦ for bright (highlands),̄θ = 26± 1◦ for average, and
θ̄ = 24± 1◦ for dark (mare). The value of̄θ = 26± 1◦ for aver-
age terrain is not statistically different from the global aver
value ofθ̄ = 26.7± 1◦ derived in Helfensteinet al. (1997) and
indicates that we have retained enough photometric cove
to adequately constrain̄θ in all three cases. As in Helfenste
and Veverka (1987), the value of̄θ for average lunar materia
falls sensibly in between those for smoother mare and rou
highland materials. Figure 12 suggests that the new photo
ric values for highlands and mare, respectively, both repre
similar size scales in our topographic measurements. Sp
ically, our new photometric estimate of̄θ = 27± 1◦ for high-
lands best matches Fig. 11b at a size scale of 0.26± 0.05

0.06 mm,
and our new photometric estimate ofθ̄ = 24± 1◦ for mare is bes
matched in Fig. 11f at size scales of 0.20± 0.07

0.05 mm. Within the
expected uncertainty, these two size scales are not statist
distinguishable from each other (see also Fig. 12). We conc
that, for typical lunar soils,̄θ is representative of the cumulativ
contribution of surface relief at all size scales larger than a

0.1 mm.
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The fact that our estimates of̄θ from lunar photometry cor
respond to very small size scales is consistent with the exp
tion that the largest average topographic slopes occur at di
sions where interparticle cohesive forces can overcome gr
(Hapke 1984, Helfenstein 1988, Shepard and Campbell 19
Figure 11f (see also Table V) suggests, however, that at s
of 0.1mm and smaller, values of̄θ exist which are significantly
larger than those found from fits to lunar photometry data.
implication is that there is a size scale below which topogra
relief either is not photometrically detectable or is not rep
sented in the Hapke model as “macroscopic” roughness.
former possibility has recently been considered by Shepard
Campbell (1998) who proposed that large roughnesses at
small scales may be photometrically undetectable because
tiple scattering of light between particles and interstitial vo
in the regolith attenuate projected shadows (see also Bu
and Veverka (1985) and Shkuratov and Stankevich (199
This hypothesis predicts that the size scale thatθ̄ represents
depends on the albedo of the surface—high albedos with si
icant multiply scattered light restrict̄θ to larger size scales tha
for low-albedo surfaces where multiple scattering is weak.

slightly larger numerical value for the size scale of photometric
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roughness for highland regolith (0.26± 0.05
0.06 mm) than for mare

(0.20± 0.07
0.05 mm) is consistent with Shepard and Campbell’s

pothesis; however, as noted earlier the difference may no
statistically significant.

The alternative (or perhaps complementary) hypothesis,
topographic relief at size scales smaller than 0.2 mm is not re
sented as macroscopic roughness, requires that the photom
effects of this very small scale roughness be described by s
other component of the Hapke model. The most logical po
bility is that topographic relief at such small scales falls i
the same physical realm and is modeled as the shadow-h
opposition surge (Hapke 1986). This possibility is especi
relevant to the geological interpretation of Hapke model par
eters. Hapke’s (1984) macroscopic roughness model ass
that the optical interactions are taking place on a faceted sur
Hapke’s (1986) shadow-hiding opposition effect model assu
that the optical interactions are taking place among a loose
gregate of individual particles in mutual contact. In the con
of this hypothesis, our results would suggest that we have fo
the threshold below which optical interactions are better re
sented as occurring among a loose particle aggregate than
scattered from a faceted surface (see also Shepard and Cam
(1998)).

While it is beyond the scope of the current paper to do
both of the above hypotheses may be tested with our di
elevation maps of lunar regolith. By applying computer r
tracing techniques to the digital maps at a variety of differ
assumed illumination and viewing geometries, it should be
sible to model the extent to which multiply scattered light atte
ates shadows projected by topographic features at differen
scales. Following the method of Helfenstein (1988), it sho
also be possible to simulate reflectance phase curves from
elevation maps to compare with actual lunar photometric p
curves and determine if topographic relief at size scales gr
than 0.085µm significantly contributes to the shadow-hidi
opposition effect.

Our immediate conclusions have a variety of important
plications for photometry of planetary surfaces and labora
goniophotometric studies. In nearly all applications of Hapk
model to planetary photometry, it is generally assumed tha
photometric roughness estimated from whole-disk photom
represents the same physical quantity as whenθ̄ is derived from
disk-resolved measurements1 even though whole-disk observ
tions include an additional contribution of surface relief cover
size scales extending several orders of magnitude larger tha
spatial resolution of typical disk-resolved data. By demons
ing that topographic relief at scales larger than decimeter s
do not typically contribute much to the observed photome
roughness we have shown that this assumption is valid.
oratory spectrogoniometric measurements of particulate
ples are usually obtained from sample dishes that are mill
ters to centimeters in size. When applying Hapke’s photom
1 It is also often assumed that the whole-disk observations are dominate
terrain of a single type.
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model to analyze such laboratory measurements, it is often
sumed that the samples are macroscopically smooth (i.e.,
assumed that̄θ = 0◦). Our results show that the most importa
contributions toθ̄ come from surface relief at submillimete
size scales—smaller than typical dimensions of laboratory s
ple dishes. Consequently, in the analysis of spectrogoniom
data from laboratory specimens, it may be important to cons
the effects of photometric roughness, especially in observat
obtained at relatively large incidence, emission, or phase an

5.2. Geological Implications

Among our most significant findings is that three differe
measures of roughnes (rms slope angles, elevation histogr
and Hapke’s photomeric roughess parameter) indicate
undisturbed Fra Mauro regolith is rougher than lunar mare
all size scales greater about 0.1 mm. The same measur
roughness reveal no significant difference in the average tex
characteristics of soils from two different mare sites (Apollo 11
Mare Tranquilitatis andApollo 12Oceanus Procellarum).

At approximately centimeter and larger size scales, the c
parable roughnesses ofApollo 11and12regoliths and the large
Apollo 14regolith roughness are easily explained.Apollo 11and
12 lunar mare were emplaced as relatively smooth, invisc
lava flows, whereas Fra Mauro originated as a massive e
deposit from the Imbrium basin and was probably quite hu
mocky and rough. While differences in the way Fra Mau
and lunar mare were emplaced may also explain the pe
tence down to submilimeter scales of the roughness dichot
between mare surfaces and Imbrium basin ejecta, further
sideration is warranted. Because theApollo 11and many of the
Apollo 12ALSCC pictures were obtained in close proximity
the lunar module, it is possible that they show soil surfaces
have been scoured by the descent engine’s rocket blast.Apollo 14
ALSCC images were acquired far enough away from the lu
module that scouring from the rocket blast is not a concern.
relative consistency in our roughness estimates from diffe
examples of “undisturbed mare soils” at different sites sugg
that rocket blast erosion did not significantly affect the target
the ALSCC images that we selected for study. Rms slope an
at 1-mm scale from Table IV imply that Imbrium basin ejec
and mare regolith roughnesses continue to differ, even after
tracting the decimeter-scale slopes. Table V (see also Fig
suggests, however, that the difference becomes increasingly
significant with decreasing size scale below 1 cm. At these s
(subcentimeter) scales, the size distribution and cohesivene
regolith grains could play a significant role in controlling su
face texture so that it is worth examining the extent to wh
grain sizes differ among lunar soil samples collected nearby
ALSCC locations.

The size distribution of particles in lunar regolith is strong
related to regolith maturity. Mature soil has a smaller mean g
size than immature soil because it has had a longer exposu
the comminuting effects of micrometeorite impacts. An imm
ture soil can evolve to maturity on time scales of several hund
million years if not influenced by addition of immature mater
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TABLE VI
Maturity of Soil Samples Obtained Near ALSCC Locations

Maturitya

Site Picture Soil sample Is/FeO Classification

Apollo 11 AS11-45-6699 10010 75.0 Mature
Mare AS11-45-6701 10011 69.0 Mature
Tranquilitatis AS11-47-6704 10084 78.0 Mature

Apollo 12 AS12-57-8449 12001 56.0 Submatur
Oceanus AS12-57-8452 12003 57.0 Submatu
Procellarum 12070 47.0 Submatur

Apollo 14 AS14-77-1068 14259 85.0 Mature
Fra Mauro AS14-77-1070

a From Morris (1978).

from subsequent impacts (cf. McKayet al.1991 and reference
therein). A widely used index of regolith maturity isIs/FeO,
whereIs is the measured ferromagnetic resonance intensity
FeO represents the total Fe content of the sample (Morris 19
Three maturity levels are typically defined (McKayet al.1974):
immature soils with 0.0 ≤ Is/FeO ≤ 29.0 units, submature
soils with 30.0 ≤ Is/FeO≤ 59.0 units, and mature soils wit
Is/FeO≥ 60.0 units. Table VI identifies soil samples that we
collected nearest the ALSCC sites and their corresponding
turities. The similarity in submillimeter-to-subcentimeter sc
roughnesses ofApollo 11and12 soils and their mutual differ
ence fromApollo 14examples is evidently not a strong functi
of lunar regolith grain-size variations. On the basis of Table
one would expect thatApollo 11(mature) andApollo 12(sub-
mature) surfaces should be texturally different and thatApollo
11 and14 (mature) surfaces would be texturally similar. Th
is not the case and we may conclude that the submillime
scale roughness of the lunar terrains is not a sensitive me
of regolith maturity.

Another significant result of our study is that lunar surfa
roughness at submillimeter-to-subcentimeter scales is well
resented by fractal statistics (i.e., a simple power law is suffic
to relate the decrease in average slopes with increasing le
scales). In contrast to results of radar studies that reveal sig
cant differences in fractal dimension with terrain type, howe
our study shows that overall the fractal dimensions of a var
of lunar soils are remarkably similar at size scales smaller
those important in radar studies. One interpretation of this re
is that, at subcentimeter scales,the rate that roughness increas
with decreasing size scaleis largely controlled by regolith gar
dening processes that evolve the top centimeter of regolit
relatively short times scales. Note that we found a larger f
tal dimension for soil-covered rock surfaces (D= 2.41± 0.12

0.07)
2

than for regolithic surfaces (D= 2.31± 0.06). The larger value
2 The method of Section 4.3 has been used to adjust for the contribu
of large-scale roughness. An average tilt correction of 2.7± 0.5◦ (Table II) was
adopted and a new fractalD= 2.41± 0.12

0.07 and2RMS= 24± 2◦ were determined
from the corrected data.
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of D for the soil-covered rock surfaces is mostly due to the r
tive absence of subdecimeter-scale topographic undulation
the gently sloping rock from which the ALSCC images w
obtained. This is qualitatively clear from Fig. 5 elevation p
files, which show that the soil-covered rock surfaces and typ
lunar mare surfaces have very similar visual textures at
small scales (i.e., near the limit of the map resolution).
value ofD= 2.41 for soil-covered rock is similar to values d
rived from studies of centimeter and larger scale roughne
of terrestrial basalt flows (Farr 1992; Campbell and Shep
1996; Shepard and Campbell 1995, 1998). Farr (1992) s
ied differences in the fractal dimensions Cima Volcanic flo
(Mojave desert) of different ages and erosional states. Farr f
D= 2.49 for the freshest flow (16000 years), but values
older, more highly weathered flows often exhibited smaller
ues 2.27≤ D ≤ 2.46.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Using digital elevation maps derived from stereophotogr
metry of Apollo lunar surface closeup camera images, we h
demonstrated that average undisturbed Fra Mauro regol
rougher than lunar mare regolith over all size scales from 0
to 85 mm. We confirm the earlier result of Lummeet al.(1985)
that cumulative distributions of regolith elevation are well r
resented by Gaussian statistics. At the same time, we show
cumulative distributions are relatively insensitive to asymm
tries in the detailed shapes of elevation histograms and tha
nificant deviations from Gaussian behavior is demonstrate
about half of the elevation histograms we studied. We also
firmed Lummeet al.’s finding that the roughnesses of most lun
regolith surfaces increase with decreasing size scale. In add
we find that this behavior is well represented by fractal statis
The rates of change of roughness with size scale, repres
by fractal dimensionD, are remarkably similar among ave
age terrains. After correcting for the contribution of large-sc
roughness, our average value ofD= 2.31± 0.06 falls within the
range 2.0≤ D≤ 2.4 reported from lunar radar studies (She
ard et al. 1995). We find a larger value (D= 2.41± 0.12

0.07) for
a gently sloping soil-covered rocky surface. The amplitud
roughness, which we characterize with the rms slope ang
1-mm scale, varies significantly among terrains. For lunar m
the average rms slope angle at 1-mm scale is 16± 3◦ while
that for undisturbed Fra Mauro regolith is 25± 1◦. Compari-
son of our results radar roughness data shows that Fra M
regolith (Imbrium basin ejecta) exhibits similar roughness
lunar highland surfaces. While undisturbed Fra Mauro rego
surfaces are rougher than mare surfaces at all scales, the co
in roughness between the two regolith types is less signifi
at subcentimeter scales than it is at larger scales.

We have verified both from direct measurement of topo
phy and from fits to disk-resolved lunar photometric obse
tions that the photometric roughness of lunar highland regoli
larger than mare regolith. Values of Hapke’s photometric rou
ness parameter (̄θ ) derived from lunar photometry (Helfenste
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and Veverka 1987) are found to be quantitatively inaccur
probably due to the simplicity of the early Hapke photom
ric model that was used in that study. Fits of a more rec
Hapke model, that includes a description of realistic part
phase functions and the coherent backscatter opposition e
yield estimates of̄θ = 27± 1◦ for highlands and̄θ = 24± 1◦ for
mare. These values of̄θ as well as the implied relative high
land : mare photometric roughness ratio are best matched
our elevation data by the cumulative contributions of surfa
topography covering all scales greater than 0.1 mm. Less
5% of the photometrically detected roughness of lunar rego
is contributed by surface relief at scales larger than 8 cm. T
conclusion implies that values of̄θ derived from whole-disk and
disk-resolved photometry, respectively, may be taken to re
sent the same physical quantity. In addition, particulate sam
used in goniophotometric measurements should not be assu
to be photometrically smooth (i.e.,̄θ = 0◦), as is often done in
laboratory applications of Hapke’s photometric model. The p
dicted photometric roughness at size scales of about 0.1 mm
less significantly exceed photometric estimates. This result
gests that there exists a size scale below which topographic r
either is not photometrically detectable or is not represente
the Hapke model as “macroscopic” roughness.
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